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Field Note: Simlipal (Orissa), Srikakulam (Nuapada Swamps) and Maduga 

Mandal (Cycads) and Bastar (Nurseries and Health); November-

December 08  

 

Simlipal, Mayurbhanj 
 
The first leg of the field visit was to participate in the “Simlipal Meeting”, 

organized by Gram Swaraj in Baripada. The meeting was actually to bring 

attention to a varieties of problems that ail the forests of Mayurbhanj, 

including poaching, rampant timber smuggling and diversion of forest lands 

for a various reasons. Some of the issues discussed during the meeting were: 

(Pankaj) 

ℵ The impact of any development (project or policies) on 

conservation, especially on wildlife 

ℵ Wildlife conflicts 

ℵ Different views as to why wildlife is dwindling and different 

proposed solutions 

ℵ Outdated wildlife and forest policies 

ℵ Forced compensation for adivasi communities despite their 

refusal to move from an area (eg. Niyamgiri) 

 

 

 

 (Sanjay) 

ℵ Nothing 

essentially 

different between 

the Wildlife Acts 

of the past and 

the present 

Forest Rights Act 

ℵ It is a hype that the wildlife is endangered by the FRA 

ℵ The GOI has refused a fund of 600 crores by the World Bank, 

perhaps due to fear that the Bank will influence the FRA and 

Wildlife protection 

ℵ The displacement of people, especially adivasi people, is a major 

problem in most development projects; the FD is quite 

subservient to the Development sector (mining, industry, etc.,) 
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which leaves only the adivasi people to oppose the destruction 

of forests 

ℵ Law looks into PA’s only for compensation (if destroyed) and not 

into the general category of forests 

ℵ The response to violations usually leads to a new law, rather 

than to an understanding for the reason for the violation 

 

During the sessions involving the communities within Simplipal several plants 

that were endangered due to over-exploitation were mentioned; almost all 

the community representative referred to health as an issue. 

 

 

 

The various local NGOs present 

also briefly explained their work; 

those working in Mayurbhanj 

tacitly agreed to work together 

without actually saying how they 

will do it or whether they will set 

a time-frame for coming 

together! 

 

Field visits were made to Jhinkrisod (where we had lunch) where the women 

groups protect the village forests; a walk through the forest was a nice 

experience, with people enthusiastically identifying the different plants, 

especially those used in medicine. Also visited the centre where GS will set 

up a medicinal plants processing unit, which is quite close to Baripada. 

 

 

 

To my disappointment there was 

almost no participation or even a 

pretence of interest by the Forest 

Department. They most likely had 

other pressing matters to attend 

to.  

 

A more detailed report is awaited! 
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Andra Pradesh 

 

Birds 
 

About 100kms from Srikakulam are the Nuapada swamps, a vast wetland 

covering an area of approximately 20 sq kms and declared as an Important 

Bird Area, where a thermal plant is under proposed for construction. The 

East Coast Energy Pvt Ltd., is behind the project and has the backing of 

some members of the legislative assembly and politicians. 

 

 

 

The wetland hosts about 200 

bird species, some of them 

migratory, several species of 

aquatic fauna, and also provides 

livelihood options (fish, rice 

cultivation, etc.) for the 

communities living in the 

surrounding villages near 

Telineelapuram. 

 

VIKASA was initially concerned with taking up action against the thermal 

plant but has now passed on the responsibility of taking legal action to 

SAMATA. Srinivas from Vikasa and I were at the wetland, me posing as a 

bird watcher from Delhi, to take some pictures. We were warned off by the 

uniformed security guards and, when we tried to explain our interest in 

birds, a goon out of a Bollywood movie, complete with clipped beard, dark 

glasses and gold chain, came and warned us off. He said that even taking a 

picture of a bird within the land was forbidden…… 

 

 

 

SAMATA has already swung into 

action, explaining the possible 

effects of the plant to the local 

people, and seeing other legal 
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provisions to tackle a scenario increasingly common in the country! 

 

It would be encouraging if interested bird-watchers passing through the 

area take a break and spend sometime here.  

 

Cycads 
 

Anita in Keystone Foundation has initiated the status, research and 

conservation of cycads, which are ancient plants from the Jurassic and 

about which not many people are aware. In many parts of India there are 

cycad populations but no clear information as to their status, threats to 

them, the use/trade in the plant parts, nor any conservation programme by 

the concerned state departments. Over the past 6 months we have begun to 

mail some of our EP-partners in various states for information about cycad 

populations in their areas.   

 

 

     
We received news from VIKASA 

that there was a population of 

cycads trees near Avooruwada 

village in Madugula Mandal, not 

far from Vishakapatnam. During 

this trip I made a trip there with 

some of the VIKASA people, 

including Srinivas. The hillside 

close to the village is rocky and has a good number of cycad trees (though 

not many young ones) which the people neither use nor sell. As yet no trader 

has come and told the people of their aphrodisiac potential and the idea is to 

initiate a scheme to protect them (mainly from annual fires) and to have a 

small nursery in the village.  

 

 

 

This kind of an idea is also in 

tune with “raising the flag” when 

specific species are in danger of 

being wiped out of a region, such 
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as the Pandanus in parts of Tamil Nadu, when we could take prompt action 

and try to revive it. I have not yet managed to determine the species of 

cycad in AP, this is something to be taken up with Anita/Keystone (and 

anyone else who is interested). 

I take this opportunity to request others to check out for cycads in their 

work-areas. 

 

Bastar, Chhattisgarh 

 

In Bastar the situation is the same with the naxal-security tensions spilling 

into previously “calm” areas. Even the village which I (and LEAF) live and 

work in are now known as naxal zones. People in the village tend not to camp 

out at night as before (while fishing or hunting). Quite un-noticed, many 

Dandami Maria villages have sprung up all over central Bastar, in the forests 

that were formerly the hunting grounds of the people of Koleng, Kakalura 

and Kandanad, and bereft of habitations. These new villages, apart from 

being an additional pressure on limited resources, are also possible hiding 

places for naxals. 

 

 

 

 

The work on nurseries 

continues with seed collection 

ongoing. Seeds will be 

collected also for other 

partners who may wish to 

diversify their collection. In 

Kakalura (which some of us 

visited after the FRA workshop in Jagdalpur) the people are still low due to 

the absence of Ramdor. Much talk revolves around him…. 

 

A workshop on health was conducted in Sandh Karmari for women (mainly 

midwives) by Elly; simultaneously a meeting was held to bring together the 

youth of the village and encourage them to play an active role in forest 

management, the FRA and the Panchayat. 
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Is it possible to come 

together and discuss the 

state of affairs in the entire 

central Indian belt?   


